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Introduction 
Let Unif, Near, Mer denote the categories of uniform, nearness, and merotopic 
spaces respectively. Then Unif and Near are full subcategories of Mer, which are 
closed under the formation of subspaces, products and coproducts, but not of 
quotients in Mer. Moreover Unif c Near c Mer. In Unif [2] and in Mer [L.D. Nel, 
unpublished] quotients are productive. Solving problem 13 of [l] it is shown that 
in Near quotients are not even finitely productive. The main difficulty encountered, 
rests in the fact that no simple internal description of quotients in Near is known. 
This difficulty is overcome in Theorem 1, which provides such a description at least 
for quotients with T, -topologies. 
Characterization of T1 -quotients in Near 
Theorem 1. Let X be a nearness space and let f : X --, Y be a surjection onto the set 
Y. Consider the topology u on Y given by the condition: A is open with respect to u 
if and only if all a E A, f-‘(a) <x f-‘A (that is, f-‘A is a uniform neighborhood of 
f-‘{a} in X). Assume that Y with the topology u is a T,-space. Call a cocer ?I of 
Y uniform if and only if there is a o-open cover 93 of Y such that 2? refines 91 and 
f-‘$93 is a uniform cover of X. Then: 
(1) Y becomes a nearness space with underlying topology u. 
(2) f : X + Y is a quotient map in Near. 
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Proof. Clearly u is a topology on Y and the above construction make Y a merotopic 
space. Thus (1) follows immediately from the fact that the interior operator int, 
induced by the topology u, coincides with the interior operator int y, induced by 
the merotopic structure on Y. Since int y A c int, A is obvious, it remains to show 
the reverse inclusion: 
Let A c Y and let a E int,A. Then f-‘(a) <xf-’ int,A by definition of CT. If 
23 = { Y -{a}, int, A} then f-‘23 = {X -f-‘(a), f-’ int, A} is a uniform cover of X. 
Since (T is a T’-topology, 23 also is a a-open cover of Y, hence a uniform cover of 
Y. Since EJ refines {Y -{a}, A}, it follows that {Y -{a}, A} is a uniform cover of 
Y. Hence a E int y A. Consequently int, A c int y A. 
So Y is a nearness space with underlying topology g. To show that f : X + Y is 
a quotient map in Near, let Z be a nearness space and let g : Y + Z be a function 
such that g 0 f : X-f Z is uniformly continuous. It must be shown that g : Y + Z is 
uniformly continuous. So let (3 be a uniform cover of Z. Then $3 = intz @ is a 
uniform cover of Z, which refines 8. Since f-‘g-l@ is a uniform cover of X, it 
suffices to show that g-‘4 is a a-open cover of Y. Let HE @ and let a E g-‘H. 
Then g(u) E H = intz H so {g(u)} cz H. Since g 0 f : X + Z is uniformly continuous, 
it follows that 
f-‘g_‘{g(u)} $J-‘g-93 
But f-~~u~~f-~g-~~g(u)~, so f-‘(a) <*f-‘g-‘H. 
Therefore g-‘H is a-open. Consequently g-‘a and hence g-l8 are uniform 
covers of Y. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Corollary. Let f : X + Y be u quotient 
Y can be constructed us in Theorem 1 
I-1. 
map in Near. Then the nearness structure on 
if and only if the underlying topology of Y is 
Proof. The underlying topology T of Y is always weaker than the topology 0; 
constructed in Theorem 1. Hence if T is T1 then so is a, and Theorem 1 is applicable. 
The other direction follows immediately from Theorem 1. 
Main result 
Theorem 2. In Near quotients are not finitely productive. 
Proof. Let 
x={(o,o)~~ ((i,?) (n.N-mEN+} 
K 
L+- - 1 m v 
n n’m’mfl )I 
nEN+,mEN+ 
I 
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and supply X with the nearness structure induced by the usual metric on R’. Let 
Y be the quotient nearness space determined by the first projection f : X+ Y, 
(a, p)w a. Let 
Z={o}u n-h 1 1 neN+, mEN+ I 
and place the natural order relation on Z (w being its largest element). Make Z a 
nearness space by defining a cover II of Z to be uniform provided it contains a 
member U such that for some n E N {z E ZI n s z} c U. The author’s objective is to 
prove that 
f xid,: XXZ+ Y XZ 
is not a quotient in Near, where X X Z and Y X Z denote the products in Near. 
This will be accomplished first by using Theorem 1 to describe the topology of Y 
and the topology of the quotient structure on Y x Z; second by demonstrating that 
the subset 
A= I+ nElU+,kEfV+,mE{l,..., k} 
n 
of Y XZ is closed in the topology of the quotient but not in the topology of the 
product. 
Fact 1. A subset B of Y is open if and only if for all b E B, 
f-‘(b) +f-lB. 
Proof of Fact 1. By Theorem 1, it is sufficient to show that ( Y, T) is a T, space 
where T={B~ Ylfor all bEB, f-‘(b) cxf-‘B}. So let aE Y and let B= Y-(a). 
If b E B then, since X has the usual metric-induced uniform structure, 
dist( f-‘(a), f-‘(b)) adist(a, b)> 0. Therefore {f-‘(a), f-‘(b)} is far in X and this 
is equivalent to f-‘(b) <,X-f-‘(a) = f-‘B, and the proof is complete. 
Fact 2. 7’he topology of the quotient nearness structure on Y x Z, induced by 
f xid=:XxZ+ Y xZ, is given by 
a={Gc YXZ~foralla~G,(fXidz)-‘{a}<x,z(fXidZ)-lG}. 
Proof of Fact 2. By Theorem 1, it is sufficient to prove that ( Y X Z, a) is a 
T,-space. Note first that in general, if {A, B} is far in X or {C, D} is far in Z then 
{A x C, B x D} is far in the product Xx2. Now, let a, bE Y XZ with a # b; say 
a=(a,zl) and 6=(&z,). Then (fXid=)-‘{a}=f-‘{a}X{z,} and (fxid,)-I(b)= 
f-‘{P}X{zz}. If a Z/3 h t en, since Y has a Tl topology, {{a},@}} is far in Y so 
{f-‘(a), f-‘(P)} is far in X Therefore {f-‘{a}X{zl}, f-‘{/3}X{z2}} is far in XXZ. 
On the other hand, it is clear that Z has a T,-topology. So if z1 # z2 then {{z,}, {z2}} 
is far in Z, hence {f-‘{a}X{z,}, f-‘{/3}X{z2}} is far in XXZ. Thus in both cases 
(f X id=)-‘{a} < xxz (f x id=)-‘( Y x Z-(b)). Therefore (6) is closed in the topology 
u and the proof of Fact 2 is complete. 
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Fact 3. The set A is not closed in the topology of the product nearness space Y x Z. 
Proof of Fact 3. (0, w) & A so it is sufficient to prove that (0, w) E clvxzA, the 
closure of A in the product nearness space Y X Z. The topology of the product is 
the product, taken in the category of topological spaces, of the topologies of the 
factor spaces. So let G and H be open subsets of Y and Z respectively such that 
OEG and WEH. Then for some jEN, {z~Zljsz}cH and, by Fact l,{(O,O)}= 
f-‘(O) cxf-‘G. F or some E > 0, if (a, p) E X with dist((O, 0), (a, p)) < E then LY = 
f(a,p)EG.LetnE~withj<nandl/n+l/n’C&.Thenl/n=f(l/n,O)EGand, 
by Fact 1 again, f-‘{l/n} cxf-‘G. So dist(f-‘{l/n}, X-f-‘G)>O and thus there 
exists S>O so that if (cqP)cX with dist((l/n,p),((Y,p))=I(l/n)-cuI<6 then 
a=f(a,P)EG. Select rnEtW+ with l/n’m<S, let k=m, and let (q/3)= 
(l/n+l/nzm,m/m+l>. Then (a,p)~X, crag and n-(l/k+l)EH. Therefore 
A n (G X H) # 0 and the proof of Fact 3 is complete. 
Fact 4. The set A is closed in the topology of the quotient nearness structure on 
YXZinduced byfxid,:XxZ+ YXZ. 
Proof of Fact 4. As in Fact 2, let a={Gc YxZlfor all aEG, (fx 
id=)-‘{a} cXtZ (f xidz)-‘G}. It must be shown that YXZ-AE w. So let aE 
Y x Z-A. It is sufficient to show that {f X id=)-‘(a), (f X id,)-‘A} is far in X X Z. 
A straightforward computation establishes that 
(f X id=)-‘A = -I+ 
n 
A,--/&), n--&) 1 nEN+, kEN+, 
m E {1,2,. . . , k} 
I 
and if a = (a, z), a E Y and z E Z, then (f X id=)-‘{a} = f-‘(a) X(Z). 
The proof now breaks up into three cases depending on the nature of a. 
Case 1. a = 0. 
(f x &)-‘{a) ={((O, O),z)). It suffices to show that ((O,O), z) g 
clxxz(fXidz)-‘A. Let V={x~X~dist(x,(O,O))c1/2}. Then V is open in X, so 
V X Z is an open neighborhood of ((0, 0), z) in X X Z and ( V X Z) n (f X id=)-‘A = 
0. Therefore the proof under Case 1 is complete. 
Case 2. (Y = l/n for some n EN+. 
In this case 
and thus 
There are two possibilities: either z = o or z # w. 
Subcase 2.1. z = w. 
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Define 
U=(pEZ~4n(n+l)~p}, 
~={U}u{{p}~p~Zandp~4n(n+l)}, 
1 
&=4n(n+l) 
and @={HcXjdiamH~e}. 
Then @ and 6 are uniform covers of Z and X resp. Hence it is sufficient to show 
that for all HE@ and all GE@, (HxG)n(fxidz)-‘{a}=0 or (HxG)n 
(fXid=)-‘A =0. Let HE@. First, let PEZ with p<4n(n + 1) and suppose that 
((l/n,(m-l)/m),w)~H~{p}and((l/i+l/i”j,j/(j+l)),i-l/(r+1))~H~{p}. 
Then w = p = i- l/(r+ 1) which cannot be. Second, let 
((fl~),~).HxU and ((!+$,h).i-&)eHxU 
where m, i, rEVandjE{1,2,...,r}.Then4n(n+l)si. SO 
‘&- 1 1 1 1 1 1 
i n+l’ “si’sTc4n(n+l) 
and 1+1< 
r-1 i i2j-2n(n+l)<n 
Using these inequalities, one gets 
1 1 1 >_-_- 3 
n n+l 4n(n+l)=4n(n+l)=+ 
which is impossible. The proof in Subcase 2.1 is complete. 
Subcase 2.2. z # o. 
For some q, k EN’, z = q - l/(k + 1). Define 
d=max(n,q), c.J={pEZ~d~p}, 
~={U}u{{p}lpEZandp<d}, 
‘( 1 1 e=mm d’k’ n(n+l)2 and @={HcXIdiamH<E}. 
Then 8 and @ are uniform covers of Z and X respectively. Hence 
to show that for HE 4 and G E 65 
it is sufficient 
(HXG)n(fXidz)-‘{a}=0 or (HXG)n(fXid=)-‘A=0. 
Consider first the possibility that G = U and suppose ((l/n, (m - 1)/m), q - 
ll(k+l))EHxU. Then dsq-l/(k+l)<qsd which is impossible. Consider 
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next the possibility that G = { p} for some p E Z with p < d. Suppose 
((~~~)Y4-&)~HxG and ((;+$,h),i---&)EHxG 
where M, i, rEN+and jE{1,2 ,..., r}.Thenq-l/(k+l)=p=i-ll(r+l)soq=i 
and k=r. Since i=q<d and jGr=k, then i=n would imply E~lldZkslli2ja 
dist((l/n,(m-l)/m),(l/i+l/i2j,j/(j+l)))< E, which is impossible. Therefore 
i # n. If i < n, then 
&l l l l 7=-+7-- 
rj n rj n 
<A,1 1 1 1 1 T__= _+y-- I I 1 ‘n irjn 
I,i,,i(i, y), ($++,h)) 
c E, which is impossible. 
Therefore n < i. So n + 1 s i and 
;-(;+Y$+(f++=;-(A+&) 
1 1 1 ---_= 
an(n+l) (n+l)’ n(n+ 1) 
2a E. 
But 
This is impossible and the proof in Subcase 2.2 is complete. 
Case 3. a = l/n + l/n’m for some n, m EM+. 
Then f-‘{a}={(l/n+l/n2m, m/(m+l))} and (f xidz)-‘{a}={((l/n+l/n2m, 
m/Cm + l>>, 2)). 
There are two possibilities: z = w or z f w. 
Subcase 3.1. z = w. 
Define 
1 
‘=n(n+l)’ 
and @={HcXIdiamHs.s}. 
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Let G E @ and let HE 8. It is sufficient to show that 
(HXG)n(fxid=)-‘{a}=0 or (HXG)n(fxid=)-‘A=0. 
Suppose ((l/n+l/n*m,m/(m+l)),z)~H~G and ((l/i+l/i*j,j/(j+l),i- 
l/(r+1))~HXGforsomei,r~M’andj~{1,2,...,r}.IfG={p}forsomep~Z 
withp<2n(n+l)thenw=z=p=i-l/(r+l)whichisimpossible.SoG=U.Then 
2n(nfl)<i-l/(r+l)<i, which implies n+lCi. Because 
T+ 1 +A+’ 1 1 11 1 
I 
-<-+,<-<-+- 
lj-i i* n+l (n+l> n n n*m 
and 
1 1 -- - 
n ( 
1 1 - = 
n+l+(n+l)’ > n(n+l)2 
it follows that 
Therefore 
’ 
&=n(n+l)* 
< I~+--&-(~+&)~ SdiarnHsE 
which is impossible and the proof in Subcase 3.1 is complete. 
Subcase 3.2. I # o 
Then z=q-l/(s+l) for some q, sEN+. (a, z)& A so for all ka m, z f 
n-l/(k+l). It follows that q# n or s<m. 
Define 
U={pEZlmax(q, n)sp), ~={U)u((p)(pEZandp<max(q, n)), 
> ’ 
and Q={HcXIdiamH~e}. 
Let HE 6 and let G E (8. It is sufficient to show that 
(H X G) n (f X id=)-‘(a) = 0 or (HXG)n(fXid=)-‘A=0. 
Suppose 
and 
((++jj,+J, i-h) EHXGforsomei,rEN+andjE{l,2,...,r}. 
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If G = U then 
which is impossible. Therefore G ={p} for some PE 2 with p < max(q, n). So 
q-l/(s+l)=i-l/(r+l) and consequently q=i and s=r. If m#j then 
1 
z (rf2:(r+l) = (s+2)(s+ 1)’ 
which is impossible. Hence m = j. Since j s r = s it cannot be the case that s < m. 
Therefore q # n. There are two possibilities: 4 < n or n < 4. Consider first the case 
q<n. Then i<n and 
1 1 
sdiam Hc(n+l)‘<(i+l)” 
which is impossible. Consider next the case n < 4. Then n < i and 
which is impossible. This completes the proof. 
Remark. It may be worth noting that the spaces X, Z, and hence XXZ of the 
above example are (even metrizable) uniform spaces but that neither the quotient 
Y of X along f nor the quotient of XX Z along f x id= is uniform. 
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